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Preface

The Option 9, Cool Communities, of the Clinton-Gore Climate Change Action Plan (CCAP) calls for
mobilizing community and corporate resources to strategically plant trees and lighten the surfaces of
buildings and roads in order to reduce cooling energy use of the buildings. It is estimated that Cool Com-
munities Project will potentially save over 100 billion kilowatt-hour of energy per year corresponding to

" 27 million tons of carbon per year by the year 2015. (See attached copy of CCAP: Option 9)

. To pursue the CCAP's objectives, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) on behalf of the Department of
Energy and the Environmental Protection Agency, in cooperation with the Building and Fire Research
Laboratory of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), organized a one-day meeting 1)
to explore the need for developing a national plan to assess the technical feasibility and commercial
potential of high-albedo ("cool") building materials, and if appropriate, 2) to outline a course of action for
developing the plan. The meeting took place on February 28, 1994, in Gaithersburg, Maryland.

The proceedings of the conference, Cool Building Materials, includes the minutes of the conference and

copies of presentation materials distributed by the conference participants. We hope that the materials
assembled in this proceedings provide an introductory background needed by the various interested par-
ties and encourages a wider participation in the next conference/workshop.

Conference Co-chairs

Hashem Akbari (LBL)
Geoffrey Frohnsdorff (NIST)
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Agenda

COOL BUILDING MATERIALS WORKSHOP

NIST Building 224 Room B245

• Gaithersburg, Maryland

February 28 1994

Chair: Hashem Akbari (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory)

1. 1. INTRODUCTORY SESSION (9:30 to 11:00)

• Peter Fox-Penner (DOE):
Clinton Climate Action Plan #9 Cool Communities

• Art Rosenfeld (LBL):

The potential for energy savings from cool materials.

• Paul Berdahl (LBL):

Technical issues for the development of cool materials

• Geoff Frohnsdorff (NIST):

The National Program for High-Performance Construction Materials and Systenl,_

2. INTRODUCTION AND SHORT PRESENTATIONS FROM PARTICIPANTS (l 1:15-

12:30)

Chair: Geoffrey Frohnsdorff (National Institute of Standards and Technology)

3. DISCUSSION OF ISSUES (1:30-2:30)

• Is there a need for a national program on cool building materials? If so, should the

program be planned jointly by industry and government?

• What should be the objective of the program? How should the program be structured?

• Who should be involved in the planning?

• Should there be a technical workshop or symposium to draw attention to the existin_

knowledge and inspire future materials research?

6. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACTION PLAN AND TIME TABLE (2:30-3:30)

7. ADJOURNMENT (3:30)
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REPORT FROM THE COOL BUILDING MATERIALS WORKSHOPt

Cosponsored by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and
the Building and Fire Research Laboratory of the
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Held at The National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Gaithersburg, MD, on February 28, 1994

SUMMARY

A workshop to discuss the need for a national program on "cool building
materials" was held on February 28, 1994. The participants included
representatives of building materials trade associations and others
interested in conservation of energy and the environment. After being
briefed on "cool building materials" (i.e. materials that, as a result of their
high reflectivity in the visible and near infrared, remain relatively cool
when exposed to solar radiation), on the Administration's Cool Communi-
ties Program, and on the Civil Engineering Research Foundation's High-
Performance, Construction Materials and Systems Program, the partici-
pants' were asked to address questions such as, Is there a need for a
national program on cool building materials? And if so, what should be
the objective and how should it be planned? At the end of the workshop,
it was agreed that there was a need for a national program on cool build-
ing materials and that industry and designers should be involved in the
planning. The objectives should be, essentially, to ensure that information
on cool building materials is available to designers, maintenance person-
nel, regulatory authorities, and others who need it to make decisions on
cool buildings. It was also agreed that an open meeting and workshop
should be held before the end of July, 1994 to brief a larger group from
industry on the need and to seek their help in establishing a national pro-
gram. NIST was asked to chair an industry/government steering commit-
tee to organize the meeting and workshop and draft an outline of a
national program.

1. INTRODUCTION

A workshop to discuss the need for a national program on "cool building materials" was held at
" the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on

February 28, 1994. The workshop was organized by the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)
. and NIST's Building and Fire Research Laboratory. A list of participants is included (page 2).

Hashem Akbari of LBL and Geoff Frohnsdorff of NIST were cochairs.

_"This workshopwassupportedbytheUS EnvironmentalProtectionAgencyand theDepartmentof Energy.
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2. PURPOSE OF THE WORKSHOP

The purpose of the workshop was to provide the participants with important background infor-
mation on cool building materials (i.e. materials that, as a result of their high reflectivity in the
visible and near infrared, remain relatively cool when exposed to solar radiation) and the
Administration's Cool Communities Program, and then seek the participants' help in answering
the following questions:

• Is there a need for a national program on cool building materials? If so:

• Should the program be planned by a joint government and industry group?

• What should be the objectives of the program?

• How should the program be structured?

• Should there be a conference or symposium on cool building materials?

Finally, if the answers to the questions warranted it, an action plan should be drawn up.

3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The morning session was chaired by Hashem Akbari of LBL. It provided background informa-
tion relevant to the issues to be addressed. The speakers were Art Rosenfeld of LBL, Paul Ber-
dahl of LBL, Peter Fox-Penner of DoE, and Geoff Frohnsdorff of NIST.

a) The Potential for Energy Savings from Cool Materials

Rosenfeld reviewed the results of LBL research on the effects of the spectral reflectivity of sur-
faces exposed to solar radiation in hot climates, particularly the roofs of buildings and pave-
ments, on air conditioning use in buildings and on ambient air temperatures in communities. He
pointed out that lower ambient air temperatures in communities could lead to reduced energy use
and less smog. This was illustrated by the results of model calculations for the Los Angeles
region. Many of the details of Rosenfeld's talk were given in copies of a paper he distributed --
Rosenfeld, Akbari, Bretz, Fishman, Kurn, Sailor and Taha, "Mitigation of Urb_m Heat Islands:
Materials, Utility Programs, Updates". Following Rosenfeld's presentation, Danny Parker of the
Florida Solar Energy Center mentioned their studies which are summarized in Attachment 2,
Measured Cooling Energy Savings for Reflective Roof Coatings in Florida. Attachment 3 is a
copy of a letter indicating support for the concept of highly reflective roofs that Rosenfeld had
received from Bruce Vincent of the Sacramento Metropolitan Utility District who, unfortunately,
was unable to attend the workshop.

The major questions asked by the audience included:

• the impact of surface aging on albedo,

• the uncertainties in smog calculations,

• how (or if) cool building materials are implemented by South Coast Air Quality Manage-
ment District (SCAQMD),

• the impact of cool building materials on winter heating load,

• the payback time of cool materials, and

• the need for a rating system to measure performance of cool building materials.

The need for a national database on the availability and performance of existing cool building
materials was also discussed.
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b) Technical Issues for the Development of Cool Materials

Berdahl pointed out that about half of the energy in the solar spectrum is in the visible range and
half in the near infrared. He then presented visible and near-infrared reflectance spectra for
several roofing materials and coatings to illustrate how large the differences can be. He men-
tioned that most of the emission of heat from the surfaces of the building materials he investi-

, gated occurs in the far infrared where differences in the emissivities are not great. As a result,
proper choice of materials can result in significantly lower temperatures of surfaces exposed to
the sun. A summary of this presentation is included as Attachment 4.

m

c) The President's Climate Change Action Plan, Option 9: Cool Communities

Fox-Penner spoke of the President's Climate Change Action Plan (CCAP). DoE has a strong
program in the development of codes and standards that can complement an ambitious voluntary
market-based deployment mechanism for energy conservation technology. DoE spends about
$100M/y on materials research, including research on building materials in which it has renewed
interest and a desire to bring the research to the point of commercialization. They believe that
there are some new paving and roofing materials that will be useful in Option 9 of the CCAP,
Cool Communities. A draft of the DoE Cool Communities proposal will be available in March.
Copies will be sent to all participants in the workshop. Funding for the program will be $3M in
FY1995 and support is expected to continue for several years. There is a need for consortia of
manufacturers, scientists, engineers, and regulators to discuss whether some new materials are
close to the market place and, if so, how to get them there.

d) CERF'S Program on High-Performance Construction Materials and Systems

Frohnsdorff mentioned the Civil Engineering Research Foundation (CERF, an arm of the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers) and the national program it had announced in a call-to-action on
April 29, 1993, "High-Performance Construction Materials and Syst_ms: An Essential Program
for America and Its Infrastructure." (CONMAT) Following publicaL.ionof plans for research,
development, and technology transfer on high-performance concrete and steel, the CERF Pro-
gram brought together other parts of the building materials industry to draft plans for more
classes of construction materials -- aluminum, asphalt, coatings, composites, masonry, roofing
materials, smart materials, and timber. Frohnsdorff suggested that, since the CERF program
includes asphalt, coatings, concrete, and roofing materials, it would be logical to extend its scope
to include cool building materials. A summary of Frohnsdorff's presentation and the newsletter
of CERF's construction materials program is included as Attachment 5.

e) Comments from a Utility Commissioner

The Honorable Rez D. Jennings, Commissioner of the Arizona Corporation Commission and
Chairman of the Renewable Energy subcommittee of the Conservation Committee of the
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commisioners (NARUC) spoke enthusiastically
about the cool communities concept and its relevance to Arizona. He would like to see a
national cool building materials program established.

4. THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL PROGRAM ON COOL BUILDING MATERIALS

The afternoon session, chaired by Geoff Frohnsdorff of NIST, was devoted to issues raised in the
morning session. Following a general discussion, it was agreed that there was a need for a
national program on cool building materials. The program will be coordinated with the larger
program on cool communities.
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$. PROPOSED OBJECTIVES FOR A NATIONAL PROGRAM

While the exact wording may need to be modified, it was agreed that the objectives of the pro-
gram should be, essentially:

a) To ensure that information on cool building materials is available to designers,
maintenance personnel, regulatory authorities, and others who need it to make deci-
sions on cool buildings.

b) To develop a mechanism for crevfing a demand for cool building materials.

Among comments made during the fonv alation of the objectives were that factors to be con-
sidereal should include:

• The need for basic and other research and the delivery of existing technology

• The need for a voluntary, uniform, cool material rating system, and a data base

• How cool building materials fit into the total system, including the effects of vegetation and
shading, building orientation, and road surfaces

• The need for coordination with the Green Buildings program and the Executive Order on
Recycling

• The relative benefits from the use of cool materials (e.g., fire safety, worker safety, and
benefits to society as a whole)

• Who pays?

6. SUGGESTED PARTICIPANTS IN THE PLANNING OF A NATIONAL PROGRAM

It was agreed that planning of the national program should involve organizations from both the
private and public sectors and representatives of the industrial, scientific and design communi-
ties. Specific private sector organizations mentioned were:

• American Institute of Architects (AIA)
• American Portland Cement Alliance (APCA)

American Public Works Association (APWA)
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers Association (ARMA)
Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA)
Civil Engineering Research Foundation (CERF)

• Green Buildings Council
• National Asphalt Paving Association (NAPA)
• National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA)

Roof Coating Manufacturers

and general categories were:
Landscape architects
Metropolitan planning organizations
Utilities

On the public side, organizations named were:
American Association of State Highway

and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
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Federal Highway Administration (FttWA)
Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC)

* Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)
, National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST)

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP)w

, These organizations are to be invited to serve on a steering committee for the next stage of
planning (see the Action Plan in Section 8). NIST was asked to lead the steering committee.

7. COOL BUILDING MATERIALS CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOP

Discussion of a suggestion that a technical conference on cool building materials be organized
resulted in agreement that the immediate need was for a one-day open briefing on the subject for
building material manufacturers and other interested parties. The purpose would be to let as
large as possible a group of those who should be involved know about the opportunities. The
briefing should be followed on the next day by a one-day workshop at which the participants in
the briefing could express their views on how the program should be developed and how they
could and should contribute to the program. Three essential topics will be adressed at the
workshop, labels, implementation programs, and a materials database.

8. ACTION PLAN

At the end of the workshop, several actions were agreed on. The actions and the target dates for
completion were:

Form a Steering Committee March 15
Review and respond to the DoE plan April 15
Draft a plan for a national program June 30
Hold a conference (briefing) and workshop to discuss future actions June 30
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ATTACHMENT 1

A.H.Rosenfeld et al.
Mitigation of Urban Heat Islands: Materials, Utility Programs, Updates

B

This paper is an expansion of Art Rosenfeld's presentation at the workshop. It provides a back-
ground and summary of the curreat research on summer urbanheat islands, and the potential for

. cool building materials as a mitigation strategy.
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Mitigation of Urban Heat Islands: Materials, Utility Programs, Updatest

v

Arthur H. Rosenfeld
Hashem Akbari

Sarah Bretz
Beth L. Fishman

Dan M. Kurn
David Sailor
Haider Taha

Heat Island Project 1:
Energy and Environment Division

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Berkeley, California 94720

Draft: April 4, 1994

Abstract

Elevated temperatures in urban "heat islands" increase cooling energy use and accelerate the
formation of urban smog. Urban shade trees and light-colored surfaces can offset or reverse the
heat island and conserve energy. We present recent measurements of the air-conditioning savings
for houses in Sacramento and Florida, and air temperature measurements at White Sands National
Monument, New Mexico. We also discuss the results of meteorological and smog simulations for
the Los Angeles Basin.

The albedo of a city may be increased gradually if high-albedo surfaces are chosen to replace darker
materials during routine maintenance of roofs and roads. Such high-albedo surfaces may last
longer than their conventional dark counterparts. Utility-sponsored incentive programs, product
labeling, and standards could promote the use of high-albedo materials for buildings and road_.

"tAn earlier version of Sections 1-5 of this paper was presented to the NIGEC (National Institute for Global
Environmental Change) "Supercities Conference," San Francisco, October 28, 1992, and will be published in Urban
Atmosphere/Atmospheric Environment (1993).

•+ Phone (510) 486-4287, e-mail H_Akbari@lbl.gov or AHRosenfeld@lbl.gov, ctc.
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1. Introduction

Modern urban areas usually have darksurfaces and less vegetation than their surroundings.
These differences affect the climate, energy use, and habitability of cities. At the building scale,
exposed dark exterior surfaces become hot and thus raise the summertime cooling demands of
buildings. Collectively, the dark surfaces and reduced vegetation warm the summer air over urban
areas, leading to the creation of the summer urban "heat island." On a clear summer afternoon, the
air temperature in a typical cJ_ is about 2.5"C (5*F) hotter than the surrounding rural area. Akbari
et al. [1992] have found that peak urban electric demand in six American cities (Los Angeles, CA;
Washington, DC; Phoenix, AZ; Tucson, AZ; and Colorado Springs, CO) rises by 2 - 4% for each
1 C rise in daily maxinaum temperature above a threshold of 15 to 20 F. Thus, the additional air-
conditioning use caused by this urban air temperature increase is responsible for 5-10% of urban
peak electric demand, at a direct cost of several billion dollars annually.

The Heat Island Project at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has examined both the
building- and city-scale effects of the urban surface on energy use and climate. We find that
increasing the albedo 1 of urban surfaces and planting trees in urban areas can limit or reverse the
urban heat island effectively and inexpensively. Both of these improvements can be implemented
by 1) rating and labeling roofing materials by their minimum midday temperature; 2) adopting
relatively mild standards (for example, that new roofs run cooler than halfway between th,: surface
tempertures of typical white and black surfaces) and 3) offering rebates on new roofs (or re-roofs)
for beating the standards.

2. Building.Scale Effects

The direct effect of lowering the albedo of a surface and removing the surrounding
vegetation is to increase its solar heat gain and thus its ",,urface temperature. If the surface is the
roof or wall of a building, the increased heat gain directly increases the cooling energy use and
peak cooling demand of the building.

1 Albedo is defined as hemispherical reflectivity integrated over the solar spectrum. Low-albedo surfaces
absorb a iarger portion of the incident insolation and become hotter than high-albedo surfaces. Most high-albedo
surfaces are light-colored, although selective surfaces which reflect a large portion of the infrared solar radiation but
absorb some visible light may be colored, yet have relatively high albedos.
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Figure 1 shows the midday temperatures of various horizontal surfaces exposed to
sunlight on a clear and windless summer day in Austin, Texas. For highly absorptive (low-
albedo) surfaces, the difference between the surface and ambient air temperature,ATs-a, may be as
high as 55"C (100*F), while for less absorptive (high-albedo) surfaces, such as white paint, ATs-a
is about 10"C. For this reason, shade trees (which reduce the insolation on a surface) and cool
surfaces (which absorb little of the incident insolation) are effective means of direct cooling and
reducing energy use. Through direct shading and evapotranspiration, trees reduce summer cooling

• energy use in buildings at about 1% of the capital cost of avoided power plants plus air-
conditioning equipment [Akbari et al., 1990]. Cool surfaces are more effective than trees, and cost
little if color changes are incorporated into routine maintenance schedules. Also, the results from

- light-colored surfaces are immediate, while it may be ten or more years before a tree is large
enough to produce significant energy savings. Akbari et al. [1989] discuss the relative benefit/cost
of white surfaces vs. trees.

2a. Measured Energy Savings from Direct Cooling in Sacramento

In summers of 1991 and 1992, we conducted experiments to measure the impact of white
roofs and shade trees on six buildings in Sacramento [Akbari et al., 1993]. We collected data on
air-conditioning electricity use, indoor and outdoor dry-bulb temperatures and humidities, surface
temperatures of roof and ceiling, inside and outside wall temperatures, solar intensities, and wind
s-_eeds and directions.

To measure the impact of shade trees, we monitored two houses in a "flip-flop"
experiment, divided into three periods. In the first period, we monitored the cooling energy use of
both houses in order to establish a base case relationship (see Figure 2). In the second
monitoring period, eight large and eight small shade trees were placed at one of the sites (Site D)
for a period of four weeks and then, for the third period, the trees were moved to the other site
(Site C). The cooling energy use of the site without trees indicates what the cooling energy use of
the shaded site would have been were the trees not there. Figure 2 shows savings of 35% of the
median air-conditioning load of the unshaded houses.

To measure the impact of white roofs and walls, we monitored the cooling energy use
of a house and two school bungalows. We monitored the house in its original condition to obtain
pre-modification data. The albedo of the house roof at that time was 0.18. The next year, post-
modification data were collected after the albedo of the roof had been increased to 0.73. Figure 3
shows the daily cooling-energy use of the house plotted against daily average dry-bulb outdoor
temperature. The daily average outdoor temperature that causes the air-conditioning unit to turn on
has shifted upward by 2°C. The lines on Figure 3 are regression fits up to 25°C. Past this point, it
is difficult to compare pre- and post-modification data because there are no pre-modification data
with comparable environmental variables. The seasonal cooling energy savings at this site are
estimated to be 40% (330 kWh/yr.).

At a school site, one of the two school bungalows was used as a control site and remained
white roofed and walled all summer. The second building was monitored simultaneously in three
different conditions: (1) unpainted metal roof and yellow walls, (2) brown roof and brown walls,
and O) white roof and white walls. Comparing the cooling energy use of the control building with

. the test bungalow in both conditions 1 and 2 revealed energy savings of 40 - 50%, and peak power
reductions of 0.6 kW, or -,35%.

To estimate the energy savings which would result from a combination of albedo and tree
shading modifications, we performed a series of simulations of the energy use of prototypical
buildings. We used the DOE-2.1E building energy simulation program and building prototypes
developed at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. We simulated the effect of increasing the albedo
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of the roof and walls of the building in two increments, and increasing the number of shade trees at
the site by one, two, four, or eight trees. Figure 4 shows the percentage of annual base case air-
conditioning use required by a residential building prototype under different combinations of
albedo and tree shading modifications. This prototype represented common building practices by
having R-30 insulation in the roof, R-11 insulation in the external walls, and double-glazed
windows. A combination of large albedo increase and extensive tree shading reduces annual air-
conditioning use to 43% of base case values. The actual savings may be even higher. Another
series of simulations were performed using the building descriptions of the buildings monitored in
the experiment. A comparison of the simulation results and measured savings indicated that the
building simulations underestimate the energy savings by as much as twofold.

Direct Cooling in Florida

In 1991 - 1993, Parker et a!. [1993, 1994] of the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC)
measured the impact of reflective roof coatings on air conditioning energy use in six homes in
central Florida. The roof insulations of the six homes, as summarized in Table I, range from
fully insulated (R-25 at Site 1), to uninsulated (Site 6) (from Parker et al. 1994). The roof albedos
of these houses were raised to 0.61 - 0.73 from initial values of 0.08-0.31. Cooling-el_ergy
savings ct Be six homes averaged 9.2 kWh/day, or 23 % of pre-modification use. The measured
air-conditioning energy savings were approximately inversely related to roof insulation--from
11% savings in the R-25 house to 43% savings in the uninsulated house. The reported utility-
coincident peak demand reductions between 5 and 6 PM are 0.44 - 0.99 kW, averaging as 0.69
kW or 27% of pre-retrofit peak demand. Figure 5 shows the roof air space temperature and the
air conditioning energy use before and after the application of reflective coating on the uninsulated
house (Site 6) on July 31, 1992. This study concluded that reflective coatings are particularly
appropriate for existing Florida homes in which the roof structure makes insulation retrofitting
difficult.

Table 1: Roof characteristics, pre- and post-modification albedos,
air-conditioning energy savings, and utility-coincident peak demand
reductions for six homes in central Florida. All percentages are of

pre.modification conditions (Parker et al., 1994).

Site RoofType Insulation albedo Energy 5-6PMLoad
Savings Reductions

beforeI (kWh/day) 0,W)i ,

-"_- asphalt shingles, R-25(ceiling) 0.22 0.73 4.0 (11%) notmeasured
concreteblock

2 gravelroof R-11(attic) 0.31 0.62 8.0(15%) 0.44 (16%)
3 asphaltshingles R-11(attic) 0.21 0.73 10.3(25%) 0.66 (28%)

andfiatgravel_ i

4 tile roof R-10 (attic) 0.20 0.64 11.6 (20%) 0.99 (23%)

5 asphalt shinglest ~R-3 (ceiling) 0.08 0.61 5.6 (25%) 0.50 (30%)
6 tar paper, flat none 0.20 0.73 15.4 (43%) 0.86 (38%)

roof
Average 0.20 0.68 9.2 (23%) 0.69 (27%)

t Only site without attic duct system.

3. City-Scale Effects

When a region of dry, low-albedo, unshaded surfaces (i.e. a city) is exposed to sunlight,
the surfaces become very hot, and in turn warm the air throughout the region. This climatic effect
is quite substantial. Daytime summer urban heat islands with temperatures 2-3°C higher than
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surrounding areas are found throughout the U.S. In Los Angeles, peak temperatures are -3°C
higher than their 1940 levels, and are increasing faster than 0.5 °C per decade 0Figure 6). These
high air temperatures strongly affect the energy use and air quality of a city. Figure 7 shows the
relationship between peak power for Southern California Edison (which supplies three-fourths of
the electricity for the Los Angeles Basin), and the maximum daily temperature. For every rise of
I°C in air temperature above 65 OF(18 °C), peak cooling demand in Los Angeles increases by
3.0%. In Atlanta, the increase is 6.0% per degree [Ref__]. The summer Los Angeles heat island

• thus accounts for 1.4 GW (gigawatt) of peak power [Akbari et al. 1990]. Nationally, heat islands
raise air conditioning demand by about 10 GW, costing ratepayers several million dollars per hour,
and a billion dollars annually. 2

3a. Regional Cooling by High-Albedo Surface at White Sands National
Monument, New Mexico°

To observe the large-scale effect of albedo on air temperature, we have begun to study the
climate of White Sands National Monument, New Mexico. The surface of the Monument is
composed of white gypsum sand, which has a high albedo (near the middle of the Monument the
average albedo is 0.6) and little vegetation cover, since the soil is alkaline. The surrounding
desert, at the same altitude of about 4000 ft., is sparsely vegetated with dry, low desert scrub and
is characterized by an albedo of 0.26. Hence, the albedo difference between the Monument and the
desert is about 0.35, comparable with the conceivable improvement in the albedo of large portions
of a city like Los Angeles (but not dense high-rise downtown areas, like parts of Manhattan).

Figure 8 shows the average difference in average hourly dry-bulb air temperature
measurements made at weather stations installed over the light Monument and dark surrounding.s
during August 1992 and June 1993. In the morning hours, the air over the Monument is 3 C
cooler than the air over the dark surface. The air remains cooler throughout the daytime hours,
although later in the day the amount of cooling is reduced because of increased upwelling.

3b. Meteorological Modeling of Albedo Modification in Los Angeles

To simulate the results of changing the albedo of an urban area, we used the Colorado State
University Mesoscale Model (CSUMM) 3, modified to study the impacts of proposed surface
changes in the LOs Angeles Basin (Sailor and Kessler 1993). A rectangular region extending 325
km east-west and 200 km north-south was divided into 2600 surface grid cells, each 5 km by 5
km. A land-use database was used to characterize the surface of each cell.

We identified 394 grid cells (about 10,000 km2), in which over 20% of the land is covered
by artificial surfaces, as "developed areas" suitable for modification, shown in Figure 9a. An
albedo modification was carried out on the urban surfaces in each cell as described in Table 2.
This modification raised the average albedo of the developed areas by 0.16, from 0.16 to 0.32.

Figure 9b shows the temperature changes resulting from the albedo modification with
. respect to the base case simulations for 9 AM. As shown in Figure 9c for noon, the largest

cooling, around 2°C, occurs over downtown Los Angeles (an area with air-conditioning use). The
peak impact occurs in the early afternoon. Figure 9d illustrates that this potential cooling exceeds

• 3°C at 3 PM. We have conducted similar simulations under various initial conditions, all of which

2Theavoidedcostof electricityis discussedin § 4, just aboveEquation(3).
3 The CSUMM is a hydrostatic,incompressible,primitive-equationmesoscalemeteorologicalmodel

designedforsimulationof airflowsgeneratedbydifferentialsurfaceheatingandterrainirregularities.Thismodelwas
originallydevelopedby Pielkeat ColoradoState University. Overthe pasttwo decades,the CSUMMhasbeen
validatedandappliedin numeroussituations.Fora detaileddescriptionof themodel,seeMahrerandPielke(1977,
1978)and Arritt(1985).
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indicate peak summertime temperature reductions between 2 and 4°C. According to Figure 7, a
cooling of this magnitude would reducepeak power consumption in Los Angeles by 0.6 to 1.2
GW (worth between $100,000/hour and $200,000/hour, based on a cost of 16.5c/kWh derived in
Section 4).

Table 2: Albedo modifications for sloped roofs, flat roofs, and roads
assumed in meteorological modeling of albedo modification in the Los

Angeles Basin. Albedo of urban surfaces rises from 0.30 to 0.50.
Average albedo change of developed cells is 0.16 (Sailor 1993).

SurfaceType I Fractionof Albec_ i "

LandCover Before [ After [ Change
Slopedroofs 0.15 0.25 0.6'i]ightbeige) 0.35
Flatroofs 0.15 0.25 0.75 (white) 0.5

Roads 0.30 0.15(asphalt) 0.4(concrete) 0.25

The albedo increase of 0.16 which we considered in the simulations does not imply a
glaringly white city. This increase can be accomplished by brightening sloped roofs, which are
visible to passers-by, to the brightness of light beige; brightening flat roofs, typically those of
apartment and commercial, to bright white; and raising the albedo of asphalt roads to that of
weathered concrete (Table 2). If whiter cities become popular, as they are traditionally in tropical
regions and, recently, in Arizona, we could raise the average albedooby as much as 0.3. The
average surface temperatureresulting from this increase in albedo is 60 C (140 F), as indicated in
Figure 1 (labeled as "Hypothetical White City"). Such a city would be even cooler than the city
described by our simulations.

Urban air temperatures can also be reduced substantially through a combination of albedo
modification and tree planting. Although trees are dark, they cool the surrounding air by two
processes. First, they help cool their surroundings by shading even darker surfaces. Second, the
evapotranspiration of trees, drawing ground-water to the plant surface where the water evaporates,
reduces sensible heating of the hot surrounding air and creates a cool "oasis." This regional oasis
effect is evident in the weather records of cities built in arid environments. For example, in Los
Angeles, the maximum air temperatures decreased during its early development, as dry arid regions
were replaced with irrigated orchards and farmland (see Figure 6). We believe that the cooling
resulting from a combined albedo/tree program could mitigate or perhaps reverse the summertime
heat island effect.

The results of the CSUMM model suggest the following relationship for the depression of
summer peak temperature by increasing the albedo of a city:

AT
Aa - 0.16 = -19±6 (°C) [Los Angeles, model, max AT] (1)

where AT is the change in air temperature and Aa is the change in albedo. The measured
temperature depression at White Sands yields a much smaller ratio:

AT (-2±1) "C
Aa - 0.35 = --6±3 (°C) [White Sands, measured, avg AT] (2)

The difference between the simulation and measured results highlights the fact that the
difference in climate between the city and its surroundings results not only from the change in
albedo, but from other differences in the surface characteristics. In addition to being dark, urban
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surfaces are also very rough (rectangular buildings, trees, and urban canyons), relatively
impermeable to water, and sparsely vegetated. The urban surface also has a high heat storage
capacity, and urban canyons reduce the ability of the surface to dissipate this stored heat (all of
these characteristics are represented in the CSUMM model). Thus the measured results from
White Sands cannot be extrapolated directly to urbanareas.

To measure the actual climate effects of urban albedo modification and tree planting, we are
- seeking innovative developers to build half of their subdivisions conventionally, and half with

shade trees and cool roofs and roads. We would then monitor these developments to observe the
variation in air temperature and savings in air conditioning resulting from neighborhood-scale

• modifications.4

3c. The Effect of Heat Islands on Air Quality

Heat islands have several effects on urbanair quality. The power needed to compensate for
islands requires significant additional generating capacity, which contributes to urban air
pollution, s Further, elevated temperatures associated with heat islands accelerate the formation of
smog. Figure 7 shows that the probability of smog increases by 6% per oC in maximum d_tily
temperature, above a threshold of 22 C (72 F). However, the urban heat island also raises the
mixing height under which air is constantly mixed clue to free convection and turbulence off the
city surface. This increase in mixing height reduces smog by dispersing air pollutants in a larger
volume of air.

We are actively studying the effect of heat island mitigation on urban air pollution. We
insert the CSUMM results (such as those discussed above) into the Urban Airshed Model to
simulate the production of smog in the Los Angeles Basin. Preliminary results for a moderate
change in albedo (half of that described in Table 2) indicate 20% reductions in peak smog in some
parts of the city, but 10% increases in others.

4. Costs and Potential Savings

The costs of increasing the albedo and vegetation cover of a city are quite low. Albedo
modifications may be very inexpensive if performed during routine maintenance. Roofs are
typically refinished every 10 - 20 years, and cooler roofing material is either available or can be
developed with little increase in cost. Cool pavement could be installed at the time of resurfacing.
"White topping" (resurfacing an asphalt pavement with concrete) produces a light-colored
pavement with low maintenance costs and a long service life. Another light-colored pavement,
popular in Great Britain, is produced by rolling white chippings into the top surface of the
pavement [Ref.....]. Such light-colored surfaces show less damage caused by daily thermal
expansion and contraction than dark ones and thus may have longer service lives. We are currently
working with industry and other researchers to further develop durable high-albedo materials.

On the other hand, the potential reductions in energy consumption and costs, and carbon
emissions are quite high. The national air-conditioning energy use in 1990 was around 420 BkWh
(Competitek, 1992). We computed the projected national air-conditioning energy use for 1995

4 Danny Parker of FSEC informs us that this is being done in Homestead, FL, where homes destroyed by
Hurricane Andrew in 1992 are being rebuilt with shade trees and cool roofs and roads by Habitat for Humanity.
FSEC will compare the energy use of ten light-roofed homes to ten otherwise identical homes over the next 2-3
years.

5 In the Los Angeles Basin, for example, most base load power is generated outside the Basin and does not
contribute to urban air pollution. However, most peak power is generated within the Basin by inefficient gas-
powered turbines.
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through 2015, assuming an annual rate of increase of 1% (Koomey, 1994). As shown in line la
of Table 3, consumption rises to 540 BkWh by 2015.

Next we calculate the cost of a kWh of air-conditioning. According to the 1995 General
Rate Case submitted by the Southern California Edison Company, marginal energy values are
approximately 4c/kWh for on-peak production (around 600 hours per summer), and 3c/kWh for
mid-peak production. To this we add the marginal capacity values of 10c/kWh for on-peak
generation (i.e. capital costs of new equipment), and 1c/kWh for mid-peak production. Thus, the
total cost of peak power comes to 14 c/kWh, and that of non-peak power comes to 4 c/kWh, as
shown in Table 3. Assuming that a typical HVAC unit operates for 600 hours during peak hours
and for 1400 hours during off-peak hours yearly, we find the average cost of air-conditioning
electricity is

600 Peak hours * 14¢
k_ + 1400 Off-peak hours * 4_.__¢kWh= 7¢ (3)Utility cost = 2000 Total hours kWh

To this utility cost, we add the HVAC equipment costs. The cost of one ton of HVAC
equipment, which draws 1 kW, is about $500 (Means Building Construction Cost Data, 1991 ).
Assuming a 10% capital recovery rate (CRR) for a 30-year service life, the annual cost of this
equipment is -$50. Averaging the typical year operation time of residential HVAC units (1300
hours) and commercial ones (2500 hours), we estimate that the average HVAC unit operates for
2000 hours yearly. Thus, we calculate the HVAC equipment cost of air-conditioning as

(Cost of HVAC unit) * CRR = $500 * 10% 2.5¢
HVAC unit cost = (Hours of operation) * (Power of unit) 2000 kWh - k-_ (4)

Combining the utility costs in Equation 3 and the equipment costs in Equation 4, the total cost of
air-conditioning is roughly 10 c/kWh. Using this figure, we calculated the costs (line lb) of the
annual U.S. air-conditioning energy use (line la), shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Base case U. S. air-conditioning use and savings potential of cool
surfaces and shade tree program assuming 20% of air conditioning is avoided by

2015. (some figures are rounded).

..... Year '1995 2000 2005 2010 2615
I J I IIII i ii i __ ,,, _

1 BaseCase U.S.A.C. Use
llIl II

la. Electricity (BkWh) 441 464 488 512 539
lb. $(utility + customer) cost? $42 B $44 B $46 B $49 B $51 B

lc. CO2_MtC* ) 110 MtC 116 MtC 122 MtC 128 MtC 135 MtCIJ I I HI IJ II | I

2 Annual Savin_s I1'

2a. Fraction of Base Case (%) 0 5 10 i5 - 20"4: "
2b. Electricity (BkWh) 0 23 BkWh 49 BkWh 77 BkWh 108 BkWh
2c. $(utility + customer) cost? 0 $2.2 B $4.6 B $7.3 B $10 B

2d. CO2(Mt C)............. 0 6 MtC .... 12 MtC 19 MtC 27 MtC
1"Assuming : i_Wh costs 10 cents in 1994 dollars.
* MtC..=million metric tons of carbon

Potential savings in 20 years when re-roofing is completed and trees have matured.
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Finally, to computeline lc, the base case productionof CO2 due to air-conditioning use,
we estimate that250 g of carbonare associated with the marginalvalue of 1 kWh. Thus, the
projectedcarbonemission fromair-conditioningenergyuse rises from 110 MtC (million metric
tons of carbon)in 1995 to 135 MtCin 2015.

Next, calculatingthe savings (lines 2a through2d), we estimate that the widespreaduse of
cool surfacesandvegetationin cities shouldbe able to save 20%of cooling energy. Such savings

° would be achievedgradually,perhapsin a spanof 20 years, as urbanshade treesgrow to maturity,
and hot roofs and roads reach their scheduled maintenance. Thus, a nation-wide heat island
mitigationprogrambegun in 1995 may achieve5% of base case savings by 2000, 10% by 2005,

• 15% by 2010, and the saturationvalue of 20% by 2015. At this maximum value, we estimate
annualsavings of 108 BkWh,worth $10 billion (in 1990 dollars), and preventingthe emission of
27 Mt of carbon. Forcomparison,therecentClimateChangeActionPlan releasedby the Clinton
Administrationcalls for a 108 MtCreductionby the year 2000. A programof cool surfaces and
shade treescan achieve5% of this reductionin the year 2000, and25%in 2015.

S. Policy Steps to Implement Cool Surfaces and Shade Trees Program

Table 3 describesthe potentialsavings froma strongcool surfacesandshade treesprogram
begun in 1995. However,achievingthispotentialis conditionalon the necessaryFederalsupport.
Programsfor planting shade trees already exits, but to start an effective and comprehensive
program,the following 7 OutreachStepsshouldbe taken:

1. Createtest procedures,ratings, and labels for cool materials.
2. Assemble a cool materials data base made widely available to industry, utilities,

contractors, architects, roofers, state and local procurement officers, consumers and
communities.

3. Incorporate cool roofs and shade trees into the Building Energy Performance
Standards of ASHRAE, CABO, California Title 24, and Air Quality Management
Districts. Standardscan be relativelymildif accompaniedby Step 4.

4. Offer utility rebates or other incentives to beat the standards. This will requiresupport
by the state public utility commissions.

5. Begin information programs for all the groups mentioned in Step 2, and distribute
informationby grassrootssupportnetworksto building ownersand local governments.

6. Demonstrate savings in selected "Cool Communities," including Federal facilities,
particularlymilitarybases. This will requiresupportby the local utility.

7. Establish aggressive policies for the procurement of cool roofing materials by
Federal, State and local governments. Create "purchasing co-ops" in the Cool
Communities.

Let us expand on a few of these steps.

5a. Ratings and Labels

An effective heat island mitigation programrequiresa methodof rating differentpaints and
surfacingmaterials according to theirsummermid-claysurfacetemperature.This informationmust

. be readilyavailable, since the albedo of a surface depends not only on its visible reflectivity(i.e. its
intuitive visible brightness), but also on its reflection of infraredlight, which comprisesabout half
of incident solar energy. Thus, a light-colored surface is not necessarily cool, and vice versa. For
example, commonly used light-colored roofing materials such as "white" asphalt shingles and
galvanized steel run 63 F (35 C) and 78 OF(43 °C) hotter, respectively, than air temperature on a
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sunny day.a On the other hand,surfacespaintedwith redor greenacrylic paintrunonly -40 "F
(22 "C)hotter,even though they arenot visibly bright. Researchis underwayat LBL to create
new cool surface materials, with a choice of colors, which would be highly reflective in the
infrared.

The ratingof materialswould avertthe mistakenpromotionof hot light-coloredmaterials,
and create a market for innovative cool surface materials. We are consulting with the
paint/pigment,roofing, andpavementindustriesto createan accurateandsimple testprocedurefor
heatislandmitigationsurfaces. Ratingswouldprobablyincludethe following information:

1. Surface temperatureat noon on a clear day underthe midsummersun, for exampleat the
latitudeof LosAngeles andAtlanta.

2. Longevity of the high albedo, i. e. how well does a roof shed dirt, resist mold build-up,
etc.?

3. Surface temperatureunder standardfire conditions (reflective materials offer better
protectionof roofsand walls from externalfires).

4. Service life (to credit the potentially longer lives of cool roofs and roads compared to
surfaces exposed to diurnal thermal shock and ultravioletradiation,and to identify low
qualityproducts).

A workshop to furtherdevelop materialstesting, ratings, labels, and a productdatabase
will by organizedby LBL and the NationalInstituteof StandardsandTechnology (NIST) in June
1994.

$b. Standards for Energy Efficiency and Air Quality

As we have mentionedabove,we recommendrelatively mild standardswhich canbe met
without any significantchange in the appearanceof the buildings andpavements. Thuswe have
recommendedto the CaliforniaSouthCoastAirQualityManagementDistrictthatnewroofs(or re-
roofs) mustruncooler thanhalfwaybetweenwhitepaintand blackasphalt,and new roadwaysrun
as cool as weatheredconcrete. As with ratings,nationalor internationalstandardsfor improved
energy efficiency and air quality would encourage the development and sale of new surface
materials.

5c. Utility Incentives to Beat the Standards

Given the large savings potential of a cool surfaces and shade trees program,there is a
large incentive for utilities to sponsordemand-sidemanagement(DSM)programsthat promotethe
whiteningand greeningof cities. If, forexample,utility DSM programsarecreditedwith 50% of
the savings achieved,andthatpublicutility commissionspermitutility stockholdersto retain10%
of program savings, then Table 3 shows that in 2015 utility stockholders could earn $500
million/year. Further,if reductionsin CO2aregiven a cashvalue (e.g. throughavoided taxation),
stockholderearnings couldbe even higher.

Implementationprogramsfor white surfaces shouldbe designed to emphasize roof types
that cover the largest area in a city. Modified bitumen, asphalt shingles, and built-up roofing
account for 44% of the residential roofing areain California,and 37% of the commercial area
[Bretzet al., 1992]. Built-uproofing and other materialscan be installedwith a white reflective
coating for no additionalcost, while addinga coating to modified bitumenmay include a small
incrementalcost. Since the coating of asphaltshingles is an additional expense not included in

6Whiteasphaltshinglesaremadequitedarksoasnottoshowdirtandmildew.Unpaintedgalvanizedsteel
getshotbecausemetalshavelowemissivities,whichmeanthattheycannotcoolbyradiation.
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installation, and voids the warrantyon the shingles, it is necessary to induce shingle manufacturers
to sell high-albedo shingles which shed dirt.

As an example, suppose a residential utility rebate program concentrates on large,.poorly
insulated, poorly shaded, dark-roofed bu!ldings in hot climates. The annual air-conditiomng bill
for such a building may be $500. Replac!ng the dark roof with a cool one and planting shade trees
around the building could perhaps save $200/year, half of whlch could be credited to standards.

• Thus a utility DSM program could save $100/year, with a discounted value of ~$1000. Thus, an
appropriateutility rebate program might offer $500, approximately 10% of the cost of a new roof.

• 6. Conclusion

Raising the albedo of urban surfaces and increasing urban vegetation are easy ways to
conserve energy, save money .andprobably to reduce air pollution. Experiments have shown 20-
40% direct energy savings by increasing the albedo of a single budding, and computer simulation
indicates that the indirecteffects of wide-scale albedo changes will nearly double the direct savings.

At its maximum potential, a vigorous cool surfaces and shade trees program could save
annually $10 billion in energy and eqmpment costs, and eliminate 27 million metric tons of CO2
emissions. To achieve this potential, several policy steps should be taken promptly. A simple
ratings scheme and accurate test procedures should be established, and recent workshops with the
paint/pigment, roofing, and roadway materials industries have begun this task. Standards for new
construction of buildings and roadways, and utility-sponsored incentive programs would promote
the use of cool surfaces and shade trees and create new markets for their development and sale.
Incentive programs should target asphalt shingle, modified bitumen, and built-up roofing. The
albedo of _hese roofs may be changed at little or no additional cost at the time of routine
maintenance. Such programs may generate earnings of $500 million/year for utility stockholders.
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Figure 1: Surface temperature vs. solar absorptivity of horizontal surfaces of paints, roofing
materials, roadways and cities, adjusted to noon on a clear and windless summer day in Austin,
Texas. Outside ambient air temperature is 32°C (90°F). Surface temperatures of white and black
surfaces can vary as much as 45 C. Different paving materials (asphalt and concrete) differ by
20"C. Metals become hotter than similar colored paint because they radiate poorly (low thermal
emissivity). The average surface temperature of q typical city is over 800C. A hypothetical light-
roofed "green city" with white roofs, light streets and parking lots, and urban vegetation has
average surface temperature 14°C lower than that of a typical city. In the hypothetical "white city"
with less urban vegetation (appropriate for arid areas), surface _emperature is further reduced.
Reduced surface temperature and increased vegetation results in lower air temperatures [Taha,
Sailor and Akbari, 1992].

* The absorptivity of aluminum coatings ranges from 0.2 to 0.5.
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Figure 2: Energy consumption changes due to shading b.y eight large and eight small trees of two
houses in Sacramento, CA. Dots and their solid regressmn line represent 19 July base case days
with no trees. Squares show the next 20 August days with Site D shaded. These data and their
dashed regression move left about 35%. Triangles show 39 September and October days with the
trees moved to Site C. These data :hove down, again by about 35%. Shading saves 4-5
kWh/day.
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Figure 3: Daily cooling energy use at a house in Sacramento, CA versus daily average outdoor
temperature. The squares and their solid regression line represent pre-modification conditions,
when the roof was dark, with an albedo of 0.18. The X's represent data collected after the roof
albedo was raised to 0.78 with a high-albedo coating. No air-conditioning was used during this
period. The circles, many of them at 0.0 kWh/day, represent the post-modification period when
the roof was washed and its albedo restored to 0.73. The dotted line represents a regression to the
data between 23 *C and 25 *C. Below this range, no cooling energy is used. Above this range,
there are no pre-modification data. Lines indicate savings of 1.5 to 4 kWh/day [Akbari et al.,
1993].
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Figure 4: DOE-2.1E simulation of the percentage of base-case annual air-conditioning energy used
by a building prototype in Sacramento, CA for combinations of albedo modification and tree
shading. The building prototype describes a new house with an R-30 roof, R-11 walls, double-
glazed windows,a vaulted ceiling, and no duct system. Roof and wall albedos were increased
from their initial values in two increments. The number of shade trees was increased from zero to
eight trees in four increments. Weather data were obtained from the National Climate Data Center
for a weather station at Sacramento Executive Airport. Other simulations suggest that these energy
savings are underestimated by as much as twofold.
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Figure 5: Roof air space temperature and 15-minute air-conditioning consumption of a test house
with R-11 roof insulation in Florida between July 28 and August 3, 1992. The roof was treated
with a reflective roof coating on July 31st. Both roof temperatures and cooling energy
consumption were substantially reduced. Air conditioning electricity use was decreased by 43%
over periods with similar weather conditions [Parker et al., 1993].
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Figure 6: Ten-year running average high temperatures in Los Angeles, CA (1882 - 1984). With
increasing irrigation and orchards, Los Angeles cooled 2°C/year until the 1930s. Then, as asphalt
replaced trees, Los Angeles warmed 3°C (6OF) to 1980. The ten-year running average is calculated
as the average temperature of the previous 4 years, the current year, and the next 5 years. The
pronounced temperature depression in the late 1880s-90s is due to the eruption of the Krakatau
volcano.
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Figure 7: Ozone levels and peak power for Southern California Edison vs. daily maximum
temp.erature in Los Angeles, CA. Peak power use rises by 3% for every I*C rise in daily
maxtmum temperature. Probability of smog increases by 5% for every I*C rise in daily maximum
temperature above 70*F (21 *C) [Akbari et al., 1990].
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Figure 8: Difference between dry-bulb air temperatures measured at weather stations installed over
light and dark areas of White Sands National Monument averaged by hour for both June 1993 and
August 1992. Vertical lines represent one standard deviation from the mean. Includes only non-
rainy days. Temperature difference achieves a maximum of ~3"C in the morning hours. Later in
the day, the temperature difference drops as vertical upwelling increases.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Presentation Summary from Danny S. Parker
Florida Solar Energy Center

t

Danny Parker is Senior Research Scientist at FSEC. This attachment provides a brief overview
of Danny's work with cool building materials at FSEC.

*
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Measured Cooling Energy Savings From Reflective Roof Coatings in Florida

Danny S. Parker
Cool Building Materials Workshop

NIST/Gaithersburg
February 28, 1994

Traditionally architects in hot climates have recognized that light building colors can
' reduce building cooling needs. However, until recently, there has been little empirical

data quantifying potential impacts. To address this need Florida Solar Energy Center has
Conducted field research over the last two years to measure the impact of reflective roof
coatings on sub-metered air conditioning (AC) energy use. Tests have been performed
on six occupied homes. The roof types in the study homes varied. Three had asphalt
shingle roofs, one was a modified bitumen roof and the others had a gravel and barrel
tiled roof. The coatings were applied to the roofs of each residence at mid-summer after
a month-long period of monitoring during which meteorological conditions, building
temperatures and AC energy use were recorded every 15 minutes. Thermostat settings
and other occupancy related conditions were held constant during the tests.

Data analysis revealed significant reductions in space cooling energy subsequent to the
roof whitening at all sites. Using weather periods with similar temperatures and solar
insolation, air conditioning energy use was reduced by 11% - 43% in the homes. The
average savings in space cooling energy use was 9.2 kWh/day or 23% of the pre-
application air conditioning consumption. Utility coincident peak electrical demand
reduction between 5 and 6 PM varied between 444 and 988 W at the sites (16%-38%),
averaging 689 W or 27%. Recorded temperatures and infrared thermography revealed
large changes to the roof-attic thermal performance in the buildings examined. As
expected, the savings roughly tracked the degree of ceiling insulation. The greatest
reductions were achieved in the most poorly insulated attic assemblies.

Figure E.1 shows how the average roof surface, decking and attic air temperature
profiles were reduced by the reflective roof coating at one of the sites in West Florida.
Figure E-2 shows the comparative air conditioning electrical demand profile and interior
temperatures before and after the application. Space cooling energy use was reduced by
25% while attaining improved interior comfort conditions.

The investigators conclude that the use of reflective roofs in Florida represents an
effective method to reduce residential space cooling energy needs. The data suggest that
air conditioning savings of 10-40% can be realized, with the larger reductions associated

- with poorly insulated roof assemblies or buildings with excessive attic air infiltration due
to air handler return air leakage. Reflective coatings may be particularly appropriate for
existing Florida residences in which the roof structure makes it dif_cult to retrofit
insulation.
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ATI'ACHMENT 3

Letter from Bruce Vincent, Sacramento Municipal Utility District

• Bruce Vincent is a Senior Demand Side Specialist at the Sacramento Municipal Utility District.
SMUD has shown a strong interest in creating utility incentive programs for these materials.
Bruce is very involved in developing these programs. Although he could not attend the meeting

• he sent this letter to show his support.
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SMU D
SACRAMENTOMUNICIPALUTILITYDISTRICT_ P. O. Box 15830, Sacramento CA 95852-1830, (9161 452-3211

' AN ELECTRIC SYSTEM SERVING ]HE HEART OF CALIFORNIA

i,

February 23, 1994
ART 94-035

4

Mr. Art Rosenfeld

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

1 Cyclotron Road, 90-3058

Berkeley, CA 94720

Dear Art:

I will not be able to attend Monday's meeting in Washington. I

apologize for this but: I'm recovering from a bout of Guillain-

Barre' syndrome (in English, ascending paralysis); I'm struggling
to get caught up at work; and we have a one-month-old baby at home.

Of the aforementioned, the baby and the resulting sleep deprivation
are the most debilitating.

The research project recently completed by SMUD and LBL goes a long
way towards verifying the direct benefits of white roofs and shade

trees. Nevertheless, there is still a great deal of work to do:

• The database on the energy impacts of white roofs is very
small for both the residential and commercial sectors. More

monitoring and analysis is needed.

• The durability of reflective roofing products appears to vary

greatly, even for what are billed as similar products.

• The long-term effects of dirt are relatively unknown.

• There is very little data on indirect effects. Indirect

effects will provide cooling load reductions and these

benefits will eventually need to be factored into benefit/cost

calculations for utility rebate programs.

• The effect of white roofs on heating loads is unknown. I

suspect that the effect is insignificant for most buildings,

. but monitoring and analysis are needed.

• Non-white, highly-reflective products are needed for the
residential sector.

• While there are light colored conventional roofing products

(e.g. tile, composition), there appears to be room for
improvement.
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• Fraudulent products sometimes appear on the market.

• Very little work has been done with light-colored pavement,

parking lots and driveways.

• Existing computer models fail to accurately predict cooling

load reductions for white roofs. I suspect that they almost

always under-predict and that the reasons for this are:

outdated algorithms; failure to include impacts on air-

distribution systems; and not including radiant effects.
o

White roofs will be a big winner for urban summer-peaking utilities
like SMUD if they can be widely implemented. Highly reflective
white roofs are likely to become the standard in the commercial

sector. In addition, there is significant potential for white

roofs in the residential market (white tile, etc in new

construction and white coatings for rehabilitating shake and
composition roofs.)

The roof-products industry can assist utilities that would like to

promote white roofs. A testing and labeling program would be very

helpful. Labels should include the following information: (i)

reflectivity in both the visible and the infrared; (2) a measure of

the long-term effects of weathering; and (3) an indicator of the

material's ability to resist the accumulation of dirt; and (4) an

indicator of the material's cleanability.

Again, I offer my apologies for not being able to attend. I am

looking forward to working with LBL on future projects.

Sincerely,

Bruce A. Vincent

Senior Demand Side Specialist
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AI_rACHMENT 4

•Presentation Summary from Paul Berdahl
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Paul Berdahl is an applied solid state physicist at LBL. The following attachment is a summary
of Pauls research on the spectral reflectance of roof coatings. This work is of key importance for

. the development of better cool building materials.
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Technical Issues for the Development of Cool Building Materials

Paul Berdahl
Cool BuildingMaterials Workshop

Gaithersburg, MD
February 28, 1994

p

The work reported here was performed by Paul Berdahl
and Sarah Bretz as partof DOE's

. Cool Communities/Heat Island project
_: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

This presentation focused on the technical issues which involve radiant energy exchange
between the building skin, especially the roof, and its environment. The radiative performance
depends on the optical properties and the morphology of the materials used.

The slide 1 is an approximate color image of most of the samples discussed in the following
presentation. They were mounted on an insulating board with thermocouples underneath each
sample. Thus, when this insulating board was exposed to the sun, the sample temperatures could
be monitored. The listed temperatures were observed in Berkeley, California, on a clear day in
November. (The board was tilted to be normal to the sun's rays, to maximize the temperatures.
As a result of this tilt, the samples viewed radiation reflected and emitted from the foreground.)
The samples consisted of samples of "typical" roofing materials such as shingles, and other sam-
pies which might be representative of future, cooler materials. Also used was a typical black,
and an optical grade white ("hyper" white). The black gets as hot as possible (for a surface with
high infrared emittance), and the optical white is the coolest material available.

The spectral distribution of solar radiation, and that of the long-wave radiative cooling is dep-
icted on Slide 2. The vertical scale is arranged so that equal areas under the curves represent
equal energy flows in W m-2 over a 24 hour period; the box shows 100 W m-2. The surface
under consideration is a horizontally exposed black surface (e.g., a roof). Atmospheric condi-
tions were assumed to be typical clear sky conditions. The radiative cooling shown by the solid
curve assumes that the average surface temperature is equal to the average air temperature; most
of the cooling occurs in the so-called atmospheric window between 8 and 13 micrometers
wavelength. The dashed curve shows the cooling for an emissive surface which averages 20"C

• aboveairtemperature.

An expandedversionofthesolarspectrumisshown inSlide3. Thisspectrumincludescontri-

" butions from both the direct beam sunlight and the diffuse skylight. This spectrum shows the
ASTM standard solar spectrum (E892), which is for air mass 1.5 (solar zenith angle of 48*). The
near infrared region of the spectrum contains about half of the energy flow. The ultraviolet (UV)
portion of the spectrum is not too important from an energy conservation point of view, but these
energetic photons cause damage to organic materials and in fact strongly limit the lifetimes
of many materials exposed to the sun (especially roofs). The major absorption features in the

near infrared portion of the spectrum are due to atmospheric water vapor. This spectrum will be
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shown together with spectral reflectances in what follows, so the reader can keep in mind the
relative importance of the different parts of the spectrum.

Slides 4 and 5 show the spectral reflectance of a black acrylic paint and asphalt. These black
materials show no spectral features, and exhibit reflectances of only 4 to 5%. Thus they are
"ideal" black materials and would be good coatings for solar absorbers but of course are poor
coatings for a roof on a building in a hot climate zone.

The black acrylic with XIR film (Slide 6) is the black acrylic paint covered with a solar control

film developed for use on windows. This XIR film is 60% transparent in the visible spectrum
(30% absorption, 10% reflection) and rather reflective in the near infrared. Thus despite its
black appearance, it can remain about 19°F (11°(2) cooler than the ordinary black in sunlight.
This material illustrates the fact that the visible appearance (i.e., black) can be maintained even
while improving the solar reflectance.

The white acrylic paint (Slide 7) is typical of a practical but high quality coating based on
titanium dioxide (rutile) pigment in a transparent polymer binder. The strong absorption in the
UV is due to the rutile pigment, and is regarded as a favorable feature because the absorption of
the UV helps to protect the polymer. Pigment manufacturers optimize the particle size to obtain
the highest possible reflectance in the middle of the visible range at 550 nm (0.55 micrometers).
The optimum particle size is about 200 rim. In this case the visible reflectance is over 90%
However the solar reflectance is only 83%. It could be raised some by the use of larger particles,
say 260 nm, which would raise the reflectance in much of the near infrared. There are also some

absorption features in the near infrared, which are due to vibrations of hydrogen atoms in the
coatings. The strong (but unimportant) absorption near 2.3 micrometers is due to C-H bonds in
the polymer. Some of the other absorption features, such as the dip at 1.7 micrometers, are also

due to the polymer, but others are most likely due to hydrogen atoms in OH groups and H20.
The specialty white material (Slide 8) is used in optics for integrating spheres, laser pump cavi-
ties, etc. It is a pressed powder of tetrafluoropolyethylene. While this porous material is not
suitable as a building material, it shows that the 80 plus percent reflectance of a good white paint
still offers plenty of room for improvement.

The cementitious coating (Slide 9), with a solar reflectance of 71%, is clearly useful for practical
control of solar absorptance. On the other hand, the "white" asphalt shingle (Slide 10) has a
solar reflectance of only 24%.

i,

Galvanized steel (Slide 11) is one of the worst materials for keeping a structure cool. The solar
reflectivity is only 36%, and the infrared emissivity is very low. The aluminum roof coating
(aluminum particles in a dark binder) has a higher solar reflectance (52%), and a somewhat
higher infrared emittance. Thus it is certainly superior to galvanized steel, but is of course infe-
rior to a good white coating.

The green asphalt shingle (Slide 12) has an even lower reflectance than the white asphalt shin-
gle. Its solar absorptance of 86% is not all that different from that of black at 95%. The low
reflectance is attributed to the black asphalt substrate material and to the surface roughness.
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That is, multiple scattering caused by the granules on the substrate increases solar absorption.
The coatings on the granules of the green asphalt shingle are believed to be primarily chromium
oxide (green) and titanium dioxide (white). It is interesting to see that the same materials can be
used as pigments in a much more reflective coating. Slide 14 shows the reflectance of a paint
prepared with chromium oxide and titanium oxide pigments. Several of the spectral features are

, similar to those for the green shingle, but the overall reflectance is much higher, at 48%. Slide
shows the same chromium oxide pigment, without any titanium dioxide, over a black substrate.

. This figure shows that this green pigment is itself quite reflective in the infrared (i.e., the white is
not required for high infrared reflectance). The gradual decline of the reflectance at long
wavelengths suggests that the chromium oxide particles are too small for optimum infrared
reflectance; further improvements should be possible with larger particle size.

The red (terra cotta) clay tile (Slide 15) shows infrared reflectance which is larger than the red
reflectance (near 650 nm), and the overall reflectance of 33% is not bad for such a relatively dark
material. A similar spectrum may be seen in Parker et al.'s Florida Solar Energy Center report
(FSEC-CR-670-93), for red concrete tile. The spectral similarities are due to the presence of the
red iron oxide compound hematite, in both cases. A red paint, formulated with hematite and
rutile pigments (Slide 16), is slightly more reflective in the red than our tile, almost as dark in
the blue (400-500 nm), and achieves an overall solar reflectance of 43%. Like the chromium
oxide, Slide 17 shows that hematite has the capability to reflect the near infrared without the
benefit of titanium dioxide. Similarly, it appears that the infrared reflectance can be improved by
the use of larger hematite particles. Slide 18 summarizes the results of direct temperature meas-
urements in sunlight. These temperature rise values are the same as those listed on the cover

slide (temperature rise = temperature - air temp.). They are plotted vs. the measured overall
solar absorptance. The three open circles represent the samples with emissivity significantly less
than the typical figure of 0.9 observed for most materials: from left to right the open circles

represent the aluminum coating, the galvanized coating, and the XIR film on black. Excluding
th,2se samples, we see the excellent expected correlation of temperature with solar absorptance.
The solid circles from left to right represent the hyper-white, white acrylic paint, white cementi-
tious coating, green acrylic paint, red acrylic paint, red clay tile, white asphalt shingle, green
asphalt shingle, and black acrylic paint.

An experiment was conducted to illustrate the effect of roughness. The same aerosol coating
was placed on a smooth glass slide (Slide 19) and on a rough asphalt shingle (Slide 20). At each
wavelength and overall, the reflectance on the rough surface was only about 75% of the value

" achieved for a smooth surface.

. Several items of available and unavailable information were summarized. (These lists are not

intended to be complete.) A great deal of information is available for calculating optical proper-
ties of materials. Often the needed optical properties (real and imaginary part of the refractive
index) of pure materials are available in the literature, and the scattering from, e.g., pigment par-
ticles in a film can be computed using the well-known Mie theory. The ability to perform these
calculations means that numerical "experiments" can be used to help develop improved materi-
als.
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Several types of information which do not appear to be available were listed. In general the
industrial knowledge base of companies producing building materials is not very well

represented in the open literature. This is in contrast, for example, with the semiconductor
industry for which there are thousands of relevant articles.

A compilation of spectral solar reflectance (and spectral long-wave emittance) data for typical
building materials would be quite useful. At present it is necessary to search the literature for
the properties of individual materials or to make measurements to obtain this information.

Another desirable item would be quantitative information as to how surface roughness enhances
the optical absorptance of materials. For a specific surface shape, one could perform Monte
Carlo calculations of the increase in absorptance, but what would be more immediately useful is

a simple approximate rule for estimating this effect.

Finally, in summary, to achieve high solar reflectance, one should use high refractive index pig-

ment particles with diameters of 200-300 nm, in a medium with low refractive index. Other pos-
sible pigment choices include coated mica flakes and metal flakes. The use of metal flakes, as in
the aluminum coatings, must be done carefully to ensure reasonably high infrared emittance.
Reflective surfaces should be macroscopica!ly smooth, to avoid the roughness problem. In some

cases, hydrogen atoms in the reflective material may lead to objectionable absorption in the near
infrared, which should be minimized. For surfaces with a specified color, the solar reflectance
can still be maximized subject to this constraint. Even a black color can have a solar reflectance
as high as 50%.
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Technical Issues for the Development of Cool Materials
Paul Berdahl (510) 486-5278 and Sarah Bretz

. 1. Black Acrylic Paint 2. Galvanized Steel 3. Meadow Green Fiberglass/
142°F 138°F Asphalt Shingle

Midsummer Temp = 190°F 129°F

4. Same as (1) with "×IR" 5. "White" Fiberglass/ 6. Clay Tile

Selective Film Asphalt Shingle (Terra Cotta)
123°F 118°F 112°F

.:;.;¢.;.:,,.

';.::_?;.:Y"".'-'.:&__&'.:8_

7. Aluminum 8. Fe:Q + Ti© 2 9. CR:O 3+ TiO 2
Roof Coating Red Acrylic Paint Light Green Acrylic Paint

112°F 106°F 104°F

, _P," , ,,
• ,

I
+ .,_ ,

• +6,

10. Cementinous Coating 11. TiO: 12. Hyper White
on a Mineral Cap Sheet White Acrylic Paint Specialty Material

• 89°F 74°F 65°F

..q..L.{d e 1

" %velve samples and _etr surface temperatures at noon, November 1993 Ambient atr temperature
ts 55°F Common roofing materials such as "white"asphaltshingles and galvamzed steel are63°F
and 78°F BoRer than air temperature, respec_vely In contrast, Samples 8-12 r't,ln cooler, with Sam-
ple 12representing the potential of cool materials
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ATTACHMENT $

Presentation Summary from Geoffrey Frohnsdofff
National Institute of Standards and Technology

it

The following is summary of Geoff's presentation on the Coordinated High-Performance Con-
struction Materials Program (CONMAT).

s
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CONMAT: The CERF-Coonlinated High-Performance

Construction Materials and Systems Program

Geoffrey Frohnsdorff
Building and Fire Research Laboratory

National Institute of Standards and TechnologyB

The Civil Engineering Research Foundation (CERF), an arm of the American Society of Civil
, Engineers (ASCE), in conjunction with several other national organizations, is developing an

ambitious national program, CONMAT, on high-performance construction materials and
systems. The intention is to bring about the investment in research, development, and
technology transfer on construction materials and systems that will be needed if the nation's
new construction is to be of the optimum quality.

The CONMAT program was announced in April 1993 at a meeting at the Department of
Commerce and, simultaneously, in CERF's Executive Report (Report 93-501 I.E), "High-
Performance Construction Materials and Systems: An Essential Program for America and Its
Infrastructure", which was addressed to President Clinton. Information about CONMAT is
given in the attached copy of the first issue of the newsletter, CONMAT NEWS.

It is suggested that the CERF-coordinated CONMAT program would provide a good umbrella
for the proposed national cool building materials program.
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High-Performance Construction
Materials and Systems on the Map!
Forovertwo years,and especiallyinthelastsixmonths,concertedactionbya wide range
ofassociationsand individualshas focu_d nationalattentionon researchand commer-

cializationofhigh-pedormance constructionmaterialsand systems. We have createda

new visibility and immediacy for this effort. Yet our task is only beginning. We must con- .

tinue our efforts in organization, research and implementation if we are to see major, quali-
tative breakthroughs in product and process.

Only last April, the Civil Engineering Research Foundation (CERF), supported by the Fed- '
eral Highway Administration (FHWA), with assistance from the National Institute of Stan-
darcls and Technology (NIST), held a symposium entitled Materials for Tomorrow's Infra-
structure: An Essential Program for America. This seminal event, coupled with the publica-
tion of High-Pe_cmnce Construction Materials and Systems: An Essential Program for America
and its Infrastructure, established the need for such a national program. The National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF0 similarly addressed infrastructure needs in its January 1993 report
Civil Infrastructure Systems Research: Strategic Issues. The Clinton Administration, whose

"_ goals include revitalizing the nation's infrastructure, commercialization of new technolo-

gies, enhancement of the environment, and improvement of the nation's competitive stat-
ure, warmly endorsed the concept of the projected 10-year, $2 billion-S4 billion
CONstruction MATerials and Systems effort (CONMAT) for rapidly exploiting the po-

.o tential of high-performance materials.
O

This program had its origin in CERF's 1991 National Civil Engineering Research Needs
Forum. Prior to the symposium, the focus was primarily on initiatives for concrete andO

L; steel. Since that time, other materials groups have rapidly emerged, including aluminum,
._ asphalt,coatings,polymers/composites,masonry, roofingmaterials,smartmaterials,andc_

o timber. The program focus, organizational support structure, and strategic objectives for
• o many of these groups are outlined in this newsletter. While detailed research objectives"o

., and implementation strategies are still being formulated, the development of each of these
_o materials groups is a major step toward realization of the major qualitative technical and
_: system breakthroughs that are envisioned as products of this lO-year program.

O

_ All this planning and organization have reaped impressive rewards! The increased promi-"
Q: nence and attention afforded advanced construction materials has resulted in explicit fed-
O_

eral recognition for future funding decisions. The Federal Coordinating Council on Sci- _o_
L

ence, Engineering, and Technology (FCCSET) Committee on Industry and Technology
•S (CIT) has recently broadened the definition of "manufacturing" under the Advanced Ma-o_

terials Technology (AMT) Initiative to include buila';blgs and infrastructure. The additionlad

of this sector is largely the result of work by the White House Office of Science and Tech-
G noiogy Policy (OSTP), CERF, NSF, and NIST.

The AMT initiative, one of six FCCSET initiatives in the President's FY94 budget, was cre-
ated to expedite the development and commercialization of advanced manufacturing tech-
nologies. By specifically designating building and infrastructure, the federal government is

Fall 1993 recognizing the importance and the needs of the construction industry on a level never
attained before.

The CONMAT process, involving close interaction among CERF, industry materials
groups, the White House, the Congress, and many federal agencies, is graphically pre-

CIVIL ENGINEERING sented on the following page.RESEARCH FOUNDATION

Affiliated with the American

Society of Civil Engineers Contents
1015 15th Street, N.W. Aluminum .................... 2 Smart _ .............................. -. 5
Suite 600 .aar,ll_lt .......................... 3 Steel ................................................. 5

Washington, D.C. 20005 C._rsos ............................. 3 Timber ..................................... -. 6
202/842-0555 Composites .......................................... 3 Funding _.ifi_..-----.--,.----. 6C._mrat. ............................................ '4 Contact List ...................................... 7
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CONMAT Process
(CONstruction MATerials)

CONMAT P._rom._ Congress_-_
Implementotion / _ _'_._._

Material plo.,1/"/_ In_'lrm_°n&Budgets _

- - Federal

.Material-

(.oo.pe.rative
_Prolects

Committees

Industr_ ] e_o,#/
Materials WhiteHouse
Advisory OSTP/FCCSET
Group

Technology Transfer is needed to translate the technology

AI i from successful use of aluminum alloys in significant struc-
- um num tural applications, such as aerospace structures, into compa-

rable infrastructure applications, such as bridges. Lastly, in-
/V_TEm_ GRCX.eFORMED......................................... YES novative practices can build on the early experience with alu-
PLA_e_G UNDERWAY............................................... YES minum in infrastructure applications such as bridges, and ex-

PLANC_D ...................................... 80% perience from other structural applications such as aerospace,
P_:_ES IDE_FIED................................... 80 °/0 to apply solutions to the critical needs of infrastructure en-

_ATJON Pt_ COMPt_D ................................ NO hancemenL
I_llON OFFY96 FUNC_NGNEEDS......................... ?

ATP C,_0_OATE.......................................................... ? Following are specific infrastructure development programs
TRPC.._C_DATE.......................................................... ? for aluminum alloys:

Aluminum Bridge Program. Develop, test, and demonstrate
Widely used for many years in major structural applications optimized designs for aluminum bridge decks to replace steel
in commercial and military aircraft, pressure vessels, and bridge decks and for new bridges, providing increased load
space-vehicle structures, aluminum alloys have not been capacity, faster erection times, and lower maintenance.
widely considered for basic infrastructure application such as
bridges, primarily because the basic metal price makes the first Aluminum Earthquake Resistant Structures. Develop, test,
cost of aluminum structures 50-100 percent higher than that and demonstrateearthquake-resistant structures of aluminum,
of steel and concrete structures. However, on a life-cycle cost taking advantage of the low modules of elasticity for im-
basis, where short erection times and very low maintenance proved survivability.
costs are considered, the economic picture is much different.

Precision Forging and Casting Technology Transitions. Ex-
The basic properties of aluminum that make it particularly ploit advantages of advanced aluminum casting and forging

" attractive for infrastructure applications include: light weight, technology for improved and cost-effective infrastructure
one-third that of s_eel or concrete; high strength, as high or applications.
higher than conventional steels; superior corrosion resistance,
minimizing maintenance concerns; extreme workability, in- Aluminum Battery Power for Infrastructure Applications.
cluding by the versatile extrusion process; and fabricability, Develop a cost-effective, clean-operating electric power source
by a choice of joining technologies, based upon aluminum-air or aluminum-sulphur battery tech-

nology, based on new developments at Clark University.
These properties and characteristics of aluminum alloys trans-
late into four major infrastructure advantages: Educational Materials for Aluminum Design. Create educa-

• High strength efficiency, tional materials, including course materials, computerized
• Flexible options in fabricability, expert systems and videos, to illustrate the advantages and
• Quick, low-cost assembly and erection, and opportunities for application of aluminum engineering design
• Low-maintenance costs, of aluminum structures.
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Asphalt Acronyms
MATERIALSGROUPFORMED....................................... YES" Ab"l-AmericanConcreteIns_'a._e
PLANNING UNDERWAY ............................................. YES" AFPA-AmedcanForest& Paper
PROGRAMPLANCOMPLETED........................................No _s_,_u_icanIronendSte_institute.,,,
RESEARO_PRIORmESIDENTIFIED.....................................NO AM'r-TheAdvancedMamrlalsTechndo_/InNlabh__:+
IMPLEMENTATIONPLANCOMPLETED................................ NO ARMA-TI'm/_ha_ RoofingIManofact_rl;
IDEN_k:A_ONOf FY96 FuN_ NEmS _ ARPA-AdvancedR._ Pmjec_,_ ::_i!:i/:.

.......................... ASC_ SodetyofCrn41Englneers'_'i°: '
ATP CANDIDATE..........................................................2. ATP--AdveJ_edTechnologyProgram:, ' ;'. .....

" TRP CANDIDATE..........................................................? AWC-A_n Wood _ ' : :-.
"Not formallywithHPCMSprogram,buton parallelIrock. CERF-CivUEngineeringResearchFaundalk_ •-,.::

CERL-The U.S. Army,s construction_EngineedngResearch
• Labora_o_/ :

A group of Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) pavements experts has C_lr_ee on Industryand T_ _
been assembled to discuss research needs for the HMA Indus- COMAT-CommttteeonMaterials
try. The goal of the forum is to identify research needs for the CONMAT-*C_,ml_c'_ IVlaledals_indSyslemsProgram
HMA Industry. The group was initiated by Federal Highway ConREP--ACI'sConcrete R(_earch and Eclu_dJor_ Foun_ik_n
Administration (FHWA) and has agency, industry and CRC--ConaeteRessamh_ ; -_ ;:: ._
academia participation. FCCSET-.FederaJCooodinali__Cound]on_,_fing and :

Technology i.....i!*;i,_ii;i_._i._:__' i"-:,• L'I
Ft.rwA--Fede_H_ghwayAck'ni'_m_oni:'_:::':i.::!:"_':_'_:,:._!_-.::_ _.:":

The organizational meeting was held in May 1993. At this HMA-.HoIMixAspha_: . -.'::':-_:!_L::_:__::,::-".:_:,-.!;'-._:_
meeting, presentations were given describing current activi- HPCCG,Fr_Perfo_ ccx.xxe_:___ee !,:..;._:_!,:_:.... . .,.:. :,- , ._q_,_. • .,.:,:_.;:-_.::

ties of the organizations represented. The next meeting is HPCMS--_h-Performance__'_ _,CA-T,,scheduled for December 1993, with the specific objective of ........ , ......... _._:._,_,._ ._ . _.-.._._,,
NAPA-NaIfonal Asph_1Pavement_;;_-e-' ___":-;:_._.:

beginning the process of developing research needs state .......... NCM,_-NationalOa_:_releMason7 ___,!_' _-,,"'_'_ ........._:'_ '" ......_'*'":'"_::_

NIST--:HafionedIns_uteo StandaJrdg___.:.:,;,..,'. _:..-.:.:;:;._

' OS1:IP-_Vhite'House:Oflice'"..........." "";"of___'_'"_"'::'_: "_"""'_ _

Coatings
MATE_.SGRouPF_ .........................................Yes :,'TRi_T_R__
PLANNINGUNDERWAY............................................... YES ._, ._,....-,_,_::':'_.:_:,"?_.,-__.__e:Y.::_':;:-__

Pu_NC_D ........................................ No

I_EA_C_ P_._UnE_ IDENTIFIED..................................... NO tective coatings for the infrastructure and life-cycle costs of
I__ATK:)_ PLANC_D ................................ NO corrosion protection, including means to establish valid data .
IOeNT_,_TK_OFFY96 FUN_t,K3NEEDS......................... ? for materials performance and cost, are the third and fourth
ATP C.A_01DATE.......................................................... _. items to be examined.
TRP CANDIDATE .......................................................... _.

From the preceding discussions, suggestions will be made for
The coatings group is planning its first meeting on November developing, evaluating, and implementing new technologies,
2-3,1993, at NIST headquarters in Gaithersburg, Md. It will be potential resources, and major players in this activity.
led by the Steel Structures Painting Council, a national tech-
nical organization dedicated to improving the technology and
practice of protective coatings for industrial structures.

initial working group will consist of representatives from Composites
The

facility owners, coating manufacturers, raw materials suppli-

ers, coating applicators, equipment suppliers, university re- NI._T_JALSGROUpFOeM_ ......................................... YES
searchers, consulting engineers, and specifiers. PLAnNiNGUNDERWAY............................................... YES

PR_ PLANCOMPLETED........................................ NO
Initially, the group will identify current uses of protective coat- RF..SF._O.tP_rnes 10_ ................................... 90%
ings for infrastructure and the role of coatings in relation to I_NTAnO_ PLANC_ ................................ No
other means of protecting against corrosion and degradation. IDe,rnFr.._noqoF FY96 Fta,oe_ NEEDS......................... ?
Secondly, the group will examine the effectiveness of currently ATP _A_ .......................................................... ?
used coatings and prospects for improving current materials TRP _DA_ .......................................................... ?
and techniques and of introducing radical new tedmology.

The Civil Engineering Research Foundation (CERF) estab-
The impact of regulations on the development and use of pro- lished a working group to discuss ways to incorporate ad-
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vanced composites in infrastructure. NIST was asked 1o help developed plans for a High-Performance Concrete Coordinat-
coordinate the working group, ing Committee (HPCCC). This committee will be formed un-

der the auspices of ConREF, ACI's Concrete Research and

Group members include representatives from Dow Chemical Educational Foundation, and will be assisted by the ConREF
Co., DuPont, Owens-Corrung, the Naval Ship Warfare Center, Concrete Research Council (CRC).
engineering and design consulting firms, national materials
associations, the University of Wyoming's Civil Engineering HPCCC members will be key decision makers from the con-
Department, the Universiv,' of Delaware Composite Manufac- crete industry appointed by ConREF. They will include con-
turing Science Laboratory, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers suiting engineers, materials suppliers and contractors. Under

• at CERL, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), NIST, a charge from I-[PCCC, CRC will separate proposed projects
and others, in the national HPC plan into basic and applied research cat- I

egories, HPCCC will then prioritize projects in the applied

The working group is producing a document titled, High Per- category.
formance Construction Mat,'rials and Systems: An Essential Pro-
gram for America and Its lr.':rastructure, Report on Polymer Ma- Once the projects have been prioritized0 CRC will work with
trix Composites in the Infrastructure. the appropriate federal agency to assemble Expert Task

Groups for the high priority projects. They will assist in pick-

In it, the working group outlines a new "composite philoso- ing the most promising area and help write objectives and
phy" in which individual materials (including steel, concrete, scope for projects, subject to review, modification, and ap-
timber, etc.) are joined in new and unique combinations that proval by HPCCC and the federal agencies involved.
offer improved performance compared to each material by J
itself. The philosophy being articulated is not a specific mate- With input from CRC, the HPCCC will consider possible
rials technology, but, rather a process, consortiums and funding for technology transfer which might

include demonstration projects, seminars, training programs,

To apply this new composites philosophy, it will be important or similar activities.
to identify specific applications where composites can bring
the greatest value and most performance-additive for devel- The HPCCC will not be chosen and activated until funding for
opment and demonstration in the rebuilding of America. at least some of the HPC programs is reasonably certain. How-

ever, it's important to maintain the momentum and enthusi-

Potential uses of composites in the infrastructure include asm for the program's goals. Thus, at the Nov. 2 meeting, _.
• ' " structural stay-in-place form work for concrete construction; members of the concrete working group from the April 29

composite prestressing tendons and chucks for prestressed meeting will concentrate on preparing _ input for use by
columns, beams and slabs; super-prestressing of concrete HPCCC. The input will include recommended criteria for pri-
structurals using composites; optimizedtailoredstandard- oritizing various phases of the HPC plan and recommended
ized modular bridge decks; composite structural piling and management strategies for implementing the plan. The con-
sheet pile for waterfront and inland installations; and magnetic crete working group will also explore further means to stimu-
levitation infrastructure, late industry involvement.

There are a number of issues that must be addressed in order Masonryto overcome barriers to implementing composite materials.
Current industry limitations need to be lessened. Technology
transfer mechanisms and government-industry collaborations MATE_ALSGROUtFORMED......................................... YES
should be implemented to lessen resistance to composite ma- PLANNINGUNDERWAY............................................... YES
terials. Cost vs. performance issues also need to be examined. PRCX3RAMPLANCOMPLETED...................................... 80%

RESF.ARO_PRoRmesIDENTIFIED................................... 80%
JMng_MENTATIONPLANCOMI_ETED................................ NO

Concrete FY96 ......................... .
g

MATERIALSGROUPFOR_ ......................................... YES ATP CANDIDATE...........................................................
PLANNINGUNDERWAY YES TRPCANDIDATE.......................................................... ? _
PR_ PLANCOMPLFTE.O........................................ YES

" RESEARCHPR_RrnEsIDet,rV_O..................................... YES The Council for Masonry Research has appointed a steering
_v_P1.EMENTATIONPlAN C_D ................................ No committee that has agreed to review the masonry industry's
IDO,mFEATK_Of FY96 _ NEEDS......................... ? present "Research Needs for Masonry," August 1988, as con-

-, ATP CANDIDATE.......................................................... 2. duded by the Department of Civil Engineering, Ciemson Uni-
TRP CANDIDATE.......................................................... ? versity, and supported by a National Science Foundation

grant.

Since the April 29, 1993, Symposium at which the program for
High-Performance Construction Materials and Systems The steering committee is made up of:. Richard Klingner, Uni-
(HIK2MS) was announced, the American Concrete Institute has versity of Texas; Denis Brosnan, Clemson University; Howard

t
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Droz, Smith, Henchman & Grills; A! lsbemer, lsberner Con- ' offer in the specific areas of health monitoring of existing struc-
suiting; Ervil Stabb, U.S. Corps of Engineers; Mark Hogan, tures using techniques such as the fiber-optic strain sensors,
National Concrete Masonry Association; Gregg Borchelt, Brick corrosion sensors, and ferroelectric strain sensors. These could
Institute of America; and Tony Fiorato, Portland Cement As- be used to avoid unpredictable failures and to devise appro-
sociation, priate maintenance strategies based upon cause not schedule.

This would provide a significant reduction in the inspection
This activity's sponsor, the Council for Masonry Research, burden for the numerous bridges and highways within the U.S.
consists of six national organizations, including: Brick Institute (although the panel sees the main utility of this technology
of America, Mason Contractors Association of America, Na- being for bridges that are known to have possible corrosion •
tional Concrete Masonry Association, National Lime Associa- or fatigue problems).
tion, Portland Cement Association, and The Masonry Society.

There was also interest in developing self-stiffening structures
that would only draw power during a situation of excessive

--'Rootina Materials o,d .gIt was suggested that this would make an excellent
pilot project to serve as a test for reduction of wear to bridges
not designed for normal heavy loads. The group felt it would

MATERIALSGROUPFOuaED......................................... YES be desired to develop a test bed that could be used for a hum-
PLANNINGUNDERWAY............................................... NO ber of advanced projects in "smart" sensing and actuation.
P_OGRAMPLANCOMPLETED........................................ NO

RESEARCHPRIORITIESIDENTIFIED..................................... NO The group hopes to be joined at the November meeting by a
_t,rraTK_ PLAn_D ................................ NO number of major companies interested in pursuing this activ-
IDEt,tnF_.ArK3NOFFY96 FUNDe4GNEED_......................... Z ity, including Lockheed, Grumman, and Dupont. It will also
ATP C_O_OATE.......................................................... ?
TRPCANDIDATE 2 be joined by several small companies such as Strain Monitor

........................................................... Systems, Quantum, as well as university representatives from
Vermont University, UCLA, Mrr, Catholic University, and

The roofing materials steering committee will be others already involved in placing health monitoring systems
composed of representatives from five of the using fiber-optic or ferroelectric sensors ontocivii projects in-
leading organizations in the industry: The National Roofing cluding bridges, dams, and buildings.
Contractors Association, The Asphalt Roofing MaJnufacturers
Association, The Single Ply Roofing Institute, The The group hopes to draft a comprehensive plan that will pro-

Polyisocyanurate Insulation Manufacturers Association, and vide a test bed that would be available to R&D in in-groups
• The Metal Construction Association. Collectively, these groups dustry, academic, and national lab environments to pursue ac-

represent the vast majority of the $16 billion U.S. roofing in- tual experiments and gather data to determine the usefulness
dustry, of a variety of technologies for health monitoring and self-stiff-

ening.
The November meeting will be the first effort by this group to
consider high-performance construction materials. The
group's primary goal will be to determine which aspects of the
high-performance program are most appropriate, and to be-

Roofing materials include traditional bituminous membranes,
as well as newer thermoset and thermoplastic materials, and MATERL__ FORM_......................................... YES
standing-seam metal and metal panels. _ Ut,OERWAY............................................... YES

I_ PLANC_0 ........................................ YES
RESEARO4PRIOR/TIESIDENTIFIED..................................... YES

Smart Materials co 0 .................................oIOeN_nCATK)NO4=I:Y96 FUND_K_NEEDS......................... _.

I ATP C._O4DATE.......................................................... ?
MATERIALSGROUPFORMED......................................... YES TRP_OA_E .......................................................... ?
PLANNING UNDERWAY ............................................... YES

PROGR_U_PLANCOMm:'rED........................................ No In 199I, CERF's workshop on defining a national research
RESEARCHPRK:)RmESIDEt,rnFIED..................................... NO agenda for the civil engineering profession identified high
IMI_ATIC_ PLAnCO_D ................................ No performance steel and concrete as one of five key areas neces-
IDENTIFICATK3NOt:FY96 FUNO_GNEEDS......................... _. sary to advance civil engineering technology. At that time,
ATP CAN_DATE.......................................................... _. AISI formed a task force of industry, academia, and consult-
TRPC_DATE .......................................................... _. ants to develop a research and implementation plan to meet

this challenge. Over 60 individuals have been involved, rep-
The smart materials planning group's working consensus is resenting key industry trade associations and technical cam-
that smart structures and materials technologies have much to mittees.

t
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The steel plan, outlined in CERF Report 938, High-Performance Awards for joint ventures may be up to 5 years, with the joint
Construction Materials and Systems: An Essential Program for venture partners providing mor'e than 50 percent of the re-
America and Its Infrastructure, presents the results of their work: sources for the effort. The Congress has recently approved
a definition of high performance steel, a vision statement re- increased funding of ATP from $69 million to $200 million.
garding its application to various construction products and NIST expects to have $750 million in ATP by 1997.
systems, and the identification of five key technology areas re-
quiring research and development. From the beginning the In its initial years of operation, ATP used general competitions

" effort has focused not only on steel materials but also on other in all technology areas as the single investment strategy. The
aspects of a steel construction system necessary to achieve high program now is planning to focus on specific program areas in
performance, order to have the greatest possible impact on technology and

, the economy; NIST is actively soliciting recommendations for
Since the report's publication in May, the steel group has par- program areas. The programs areas will be selected accord-
ticipated in these activities: reviewed the larger steel ing to four criteria: "potential for U.S. benefit, good technical
community's plan to better define programs and dollars; pri- ideas, strong industry commitment, and the opportunity for
oritized technical programs and projects; visited key federal ATP funds to make a significant difference." As mentioned

agencies to determine their priorities and interests in the ini- above, high-risk technologies are specifically targeted.
tiative; and discussed implementation strategies.

CERF, along with other industry groups, intends to submit
The High-Performance Steel Steering Team and Plan Section two program areas for consideration: one for Advanced Con-
leaders include: Mike Engestrom, Nucor-Yamto Steel Sales struction Technologies based on the 1991 Forum (Setting a Na-
Corporation; Alex Wilson, Lukens Steel Company; Roger tional Research Agenda for the Civil Engineering Profession)
Wildt, Bethlehem Steel; John Barsom, U.S. Steel Group; James Thrust Areas/Research priorities, with the second focusing on
Fisher, Computerized Structural Design; John Fisher, Lehigh our CONMAT program, High-Performance Construction Mate-
University; Nestor Iwankiw, American Institute of Steel Con- rials and Systems.
struction; John Gross, NIST; Laurie Grainawi, Steel Tank In-

stitute; Richard Sause, ATLSS; William Wright, Turner- Our industry should also take advantage of the greater role
Fairbanks Highway Research Center; and Kathleen Almand, that the Department of Transportation (DOT) may be playing
AISI. in the defense conversion projects sponsored by the Technol-

i "s ogy Reinvestment Project ('I'RP) under the Advanced Research
Projects Agency (ARPA). Secretary Pena has indicated a de-

Timber sire tojoinwith other agencies (NIST, Defense, Energy, NASA,
NSF among them) in evaluating proposals that address the
department's concerns. Among the key department priorities

/V_mAkS GROt_,FORMED......................................... NO are infrastructure maintenance, new vehicles, and environmental
PLANN_C;UN_VAY ............................................... NO monitoring. One project that will be supported by TRP is the
P_OG_ PLAN_D ........................................ NO nation's first vehicular composite bridge, to be built in San
I_SEMO_I_PSnES ID_NmlED..................................... NO Diego, Calif.
I_NTATiON PLANCo/_z_D ................................ NO -

IoetCnF_ON Of FY96 F_NG NEEDS......................... ? Clearly our industry must seize the moment and take advan-
ATP C._DIOAtE.......................................................... ? tage of these opportunities. It would be tragic if we did not
TRP C._mDArE .......................................................... ? take full advantage! It is Critical to make progress in planning;

each materials group must develop detailed implementation
plans that realistically define research priorities and consider

r u,geunU:n - allimplementation issues. In order to make accurate and ef-New fective budgetary and funding requests, the materials groups

VI_IJ Illl"_--or&un:&:es should delineate specific funding needs, focusing on the FY96, 97, and 98 budget cycles, as well as projecting for longer-
term projects. Explicit timelines must be developed, so that,

. Industry should be aware that there are emerging opportuni- as an industry and as individual materials groups, we will be
ties for significant research and commercialization support! able to make effective use of initiatives developed and admin-
One exciting possibility is the Advanced Technology Program istered through OSTP, ATP, and TRP. CERF's status as indus-
(ATP) at NIST. Begun in 1990, this program targets high-risk try representative will proceed with a goal of maximum in-
technologies "with substantial potential for enhancing U.S. eco- dustry involvement in order to coordinate and articulate our
nomic growth." Awards to individual companies are limited needs effectively. Our efforts to date are impressive initial

to $2 million over 3 years and are limited to direct R&D costs, steps-let's maintain our momentum! j

6 S
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High-Performance Construction Materials
Working Committees and Contact List

CONMAT Program Coordination

Civil Engineering Research Foundation

Harvey M. Bernstein Carl O. MagneU Richard A. Belle
President Director of Research Project Manager, CONMAT Contact _'

1015 15th Street, N.W., Suite600
Washington, D.C. 20005

202/842-0555 • FAX202/789-2943

Aluminum Masonry
Contact Person:J. Gil Kaufman Contact Person: JohnA. Heslip
Vice President,Technology President
The Aluminum Association National Concrete Masonry Association
900 19th Street, N.W. 2302 Horse Pen Road
Washington, D.C. 20036 Herndon, VA 22071-3499
202/862-5121 • FAX 202/862-5164 703/713-1900 • FAX 703/713-1910

Asphalt Roofing
Contact Person:Mike Acott Contact Person: William A. Good, CAE
President ExecutiveVice President

National Asphalt PavementAssociation National Roofing ContractorsAssociation
5100 Forbes Boulevard O'Hare InternationalCenter

Lanham,MD 20706 10255 W. Higgins Rood, Suite 600
301/731-474_ • FAX 301/731-4621 Rosemont,IL60018

708/299-9070 • FAX 708/299-1183

Contact Person: Bernard R. Appleman Smart M_'erlals
ExecutiveDirector Contact Person: Gareth Knowles

Steel StructuresPainting Council Lab Head
4516 Henry Street,Suite 301 Grumman Corporate ResearchCenter
Pittsburgh,PA 15213-3728 1111 Stewart Avenue (A08-35)
412 687-1113 • FAX 412/687-1153 Bethpage, NY 11714-3580 .,

516/575-3507 • FAX 516/575-7716
Composites
Contact Person: Gregory B. McKenna Steel _
Leader, Structure and Mechanics Group Contact Person: Kathleen H. Aimand
National Institute of Standards and Technology Director, Construction Market
Polymers Division American Iron and Steel Institute
PolymersRoomA209 1101 17th Street, N.W., Suite 1300
Gaithersburg, MD 20899 Washington, D.C. 20036
301/975-6752 • FAX301/977-2018 202/452-7196 • FAX202/463-6573

Concrete Timber

Contact Person: George F. Leyh Contact Person: R. Michael Caldwell
ExecutiveVice President Federal, Senior Regional Manager, National Programs
American Concrete Institute American Forest& Paper Association
22400 W. Seven Mile Road American Wood Council o
P.O. Box 19150 1250 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Detroit, MI 48219-0150 Suite 200
313/532-2600 • FAX 313/538-0655 Washington, D.C. 20036

202/463-2769 • FAX 202/463-2791

The association's office will move 12/3/93 to:
Federal agency contacts involved in the CONMAT process
will be listed in Ifle next edition of this newsletter. 1111 19th Slreet, N.W.

Suite 700

Washington, D.C. 20036

' 7
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CONMAT Timeline 1 993-1994 (preliminary draft)
CONstructionMATerials
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ATTACHMENT 6

Clinton-GoreClimateAction Plan
Option9: Cool Communities
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TIIECLIF_TEACTION PLAN
OCTOBER 1993

APPENDIX I: DESCRIPTIONOF INDIVIDUALACTIONS

Action #9
Expand Cool Communities Program in Cities and Federal Facilities

)

DESCRIPTION: DOE will mobilize community and corporate resources to strategically plant trees
and lighten surfaces on buildings, to reduceair conditioningenergy use. Strategic tree plantingto
shade residentialandcommercial buildingscan reduce energy use and yield cost savings of 10-50%,
when combined with lightening buildingsurfacecolors (especially on roofs) to reduceabsorptionof
sunlight. This initiative expands the existing public/privateCool Communilies pilot program,founded
by EPA and AmericanForests in 1991, to 250 cities and communities, and to 100 DoD bases and
other federal facilities over a ten-yearperiod. DOE and its partnerswill achieve this expansion
nationally througha concertedtechnicalassistanceandeducation effort. Cool Commun/t_ will
organize cooperationamong city planners,developers, utilities, community organizations,andFederal
facilities managers. Also, the FederalGovernmentis committed to building 20% of new Federal
facilities using Cool Commun/t/es concepts. Utilities will be encouraged to adopt this approachas a
demand-side managementsu_tegy to enhancethe quality of the urban environment,reduceenergy
demand, and directly sequester carbon.

IMPLEMENTATION: DOE will solicit partnershipagreements with _ parties. Cunenfly,
American Forests, DOE's Lawrevce BerkeleyLaboratories(LBL), DOD, and USDA-Forest Service are
involved. In the first 6 mont_ of theprogram,DOE will hold one trainingseminarand emoll one
additional Air Force base and two new Navy and Army bases as Cool FeAeral Facilities. DOE will
enroll an average of 25 cities per year and 10 federalfacilities per year over a ten year period,
hold five regional trainingseminars. In each enrolled city DOE wiU sign participationagreements
with three corporationsandone utility, who will serve as sponsors. The Administrationis proposing
to obligate $2 million in FY 1995 for this action and$12 million through 2000.

MARKET IMPACT: The cost of the urban tree plantingcomponem of Cool Communities is based
on average tree planting costs of $48-137/tree, plus 50-year maintenance costs of $15-183/tn_ Tree
planting in this action assumes strategic residential tree plantings shading air-conditionedhouses and
buildings, of wb.ich25% shade low-income houses. Light colored roofs andpavementsmay add 5-
10% to the cost of routine maintenanceandnew construction. This action, together with the other
Home improvements initiatives (see table), stimulates about $11.7 billion in private sector investment

. for the period 1994-2000 (undiscounted 1991 dollars). The Home Improvements investment yields
energy savings worth about $5.4 billion through 2000, and continues to pay off over the next decade,
for an additional savings worth close to $21.6 billion over the period 2001-2010 (undiscounted 1991

" dollars).

EMISSIONS REDUCTION: The emissions impact due to energy savings from this action was
analyzed in combination with the other Home Improvementsinitiatives. Together, these actionsreduce
greenhouse gas emissions from projec,ted 2000 levels by 4.4 MMT of carbon equivalent. Trees
planted "forCool Communities also sequestercarbonby absorbingcarbon dioxide from the atmosphere
during growth and photosynthe_, so the programincreases carbonuptake by 0.5 MMT of carbon
equivalent by 2000.
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